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Economic Trends in US Capital Equipment Investment
15 to 40 years

• Excess Capacity 80-90’s
  – Prices stable or decline
  – Cost cutting required
  – Reduce inventory
  – Minimum staff
  – Low profitability
  – Liquidation of capacity
  – Low interest rates, inflation, inventories, lead times
  – Fewer captive operations

• Limited Supply 60-70’s
  – Prices increase
  – Production required
  – Inventory asset
  – Staff required
  – New products and processes
  – Increases in capacity
  – Increases in interest rates, inventory, inflation, lead times
  – New captive operations
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Economic Trends in US Secular Trends

- Declining
  - heavy
  - make
  - traditional
  - local
  - West
  - North
  - young

- Increasing
  - fast
  - know
  - modern
  - global
  - East
  - South
  - old
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World Statistics 2004

- 1129 million tons of steel production
- 6.595 million tons of steel castings
- 6.3 billion people
- 179 kg steel per person
- 1.05 kg steel castings per person
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The Impact of the U.S. Dollar on Exports
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Source: OECD, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve
Economic Trends in US

- Normal business cycle
  - Lasts 3 to 8 years
  - Depends on consumer spending
  - Result of political and financial actions
  - Most visible
- Capital equipment investment trends
- Secular changes
Forecast Summary

- Strong demand in 2005
- Should continue strong through all of 2006
Cost to add Capacity

- Incremental capacity can be cheap- labor, heat treat, materials handling; or expensive melting, molding, physical plant
- Estimates of cost of an added annual ton ranged from $600 to $2800 with half the responses being between $1500 and $2000